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Hour of Power - 28.11.2021
GOOD MORNING – Bobby & Hannah
BS: This is the day the Lord has made. We will rejoice and be glad in it. Hello.
HS: Hello visitors and welcome church family. It is always a joy to be with you. You
know, there is no force on earth as powerful, whether physically or spiritually as
God’s love? He calls you the apple of His eye. You are loved.
BS: Isn’t it nice to have these Christmas decorations as we celebrate advent? It’s
fun to gather in this way and to get a sort of a reprieve from so much of the news
that’s always going on. It’s great to gather together and to remember this time of
the birth of Christ, so let’s begin with a word of prayer: Father, we thank you for all
that you’ve done and in this advent season, we begin to prepare our own hearts in
a spirit of hope for what is to come. During December and November, Lord, we
think about how good you are at being bright in the darkness, at bringing good
endings to difficult trials and Lord, we just pray for that. We pray for breakthrough
and victory in our lives, and we pray most of all that you help us to be more and
more like Jesus Christ. It’s in His name we pray, amen.
HS: Amen.
HAVEN: Amen.Turn to the person next to you and say God loves you and so do I.
ADVENT CANDLE LIGHTING (HOPE) – Jacobson family
TEYO: The people who walked in darkness have seen a great light. Those who
lived in a land of deep darkness, upon them a light has shone. We join with our
brothers and sisters around the world lighting a candle each week as we journey
through advent. Today we light the candle of hope.
LEA: Even though the world seems like a dark and violent place, we know that the
light of the world in God’s Son is coming and He brings our salvation. Standing
against all the suffering and darkness, we light this candle. Together, we proclaim
to the world that in Christ we have eternal hope.
LANI: We invite you to join us in unison as we pray together:
Faithful God, out of the chaos and dark violence of our times you come bringing
the light of hope. Renew us that we may work toward the coming of our Messiah.
Hope for all nations. God of promise, God of hope, into our darkness come.
Through the hope of the ages, Jesus Christ, we pray, amen.
SCRIPTURE – John 10:22-27 - Hannah
In preparation for the message, John 10:22-27: Then came the Festival of
Dedication at Jerusalem. It was winter, and Jesus was in the temple courts walking
in Solomon’s Colonnade. The Jews who were there gathered around him, saying,
“How long will you keep us in suspense? If you are the Messiah, tell us
plainly.”Jesus answered, “I did tell you, but you did not believe. The works I do in
my Father’s name testify about me, but you do not believe because you are not
my sheep. My sheep listen to my voice; I know them and they follow me.Church,
let’s be people who are listening for God’s voice and ready to follow Him wherever
He may go. Amen.
INTERVIEW – NATALIE GRANT (NG)
Natalie Grant is a contemporary Christian singer and songwriter whose career has
spanned the last two decades. She is a six-time Dove Award winner and an eighttime Grammy Award-nominated artist. Her newest album, “No Stranger,” is her
tenth studio album and the first to be released after a few years of musical
sabbatical. In addition to her extensive musical career, she has appeared on
multiple television programs and documentaries and has written numerous books.
In 2005, she founded The Home Foundation — now called Abolition International
— which aims to eradicate human trafficking all over the globe.
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BS: Natalie, hi!
NG: Hello!
BS: This is a privilege to meet you. We’ve loved your music for so long; still love listening to it in
worship and all that so it’s such a privilege to meet you. For those who don’t know your sort of backstory, maybe you can tell us a little bit about how you came to faith and how God sort of directed you
into sort of a ministry of music.
NG: Sure. I was born and raised in Seattle, Washington, which is not exactly the hotbed of
Christianity or Christian music. In fact, they say that Seattle is the least churched city in the nation.
Only 1% of the population claim to go to church of any kind, so it was a gift of God that I was born
into a Christian family and raised in the church. But I didn’t really think ‘oh I’m going to become a
professional singer.’ I mean, growing up in Seattle, that just didn’t seem like something.. that was
before American Idol and The Voice and things that people were like oh I’ll just get on American Idol
and become a singer. That was before those days.
I went to University, I thought I’ll be a schoolteacher. I always wanted to be a first-grade teacher, and
side note, I homeschooled my children for one year and we just should pause for a moment and
thank the Lord that I didn’t actually become a teacher because I’m terrible at it. And for all the
teachers that are watching, you are the heroes of our society. For all of us that have had to be home
with our kids, thank you for teaching our kids. We need you.
BS: Amen.
NG: But for me, I think that when we think about the will of God and what that means, like we often
can think of the will of God as being a destination instead of being a process. And for me, it was
more of discovering that I can live out God’s will no matter what I choose to do, that its less about
what I’m doing and more about how I’m living. And so I think for me, it was just taking that step of
faith to do what I felt like He put in me that I loved to do, and then knowing that He would work His
will out through my life as I was obedient to His word and obedient to what I felt like He was calling
me to be.
BS: Of course in your life, you’ve become an international superstar. I mean you’ve had an incredible
career and you continue to thrive. But a big part of your story happened in India. Can you tell people
a little bit about that experience?
NG: Yes, back in 2005, my husband and I were watching an episode of Law and Order. I don’t think
I would ever say that Law and Order changed my life, but Law and Order was doing an episode on
something called human trafficking. I’d never even heard that term before. That one television show
literally led my husband and I to take a trip to India where we saw with our own eyes children for sale
on the street. We weren’t even parents yet, and our hearts were broken for what we were seeing. It
seemed like it wasn’t even real life. That was the first time that we learned that there is this issue
that is the fastest growing criminal enterprise in the world. And it’s funny you can sing your songs
and write your songs and it’s almost like we can have a tendency to wrap our faith up with a nice
little bow and just say this is the good life if you just follow Jesus. And then you start to have your
eyes opened to the pain and suffering in the world and you realize really what we are to do is to take
our faith and live it out to a world that is so desperate to know Him and find Him and find hope and
faith in Him. That for us was an awakening in our lives that took us out of our comfortable Christian
life into the most, I would say it’s the most horrific evil I’ve ever seen. Yet still in the darkness, a light
shines, and so we’ve been fighting that since 2005 and that’s the greatest fight, but also the greatest
privilege of my life to be a part of that.
BS: There are so many causes that people get behind that famous people do, and I have to be
honest with you, sometimes a lot of them I’m like why do you care so much about that? There are
kids being trafficked; I feel like there’s like.. I don’t know if you’ve ever felt that way, but I’m like this
is a huge deal.
NG: It’s funny that you say that because that was one of the things that kept me from getting involved
in certain things because I was maybe slightly cynical but I just didn’t want to be one of those people
that was like oh, well now you have to have a cause.
So just have a cause for anything, and it’s not that those other issues aren’t important, but on the
grand scheme of things, when you look at the most innocent among us, and you look at how much
Jesus loves children, you kind of go okay. When you’re looking at this, you go we should be fighting
for this. This is the heart of God, and we should be fighting for these kids. And so it was kind of a no
brainer to get involved with it, but also something that’s become a true passion, not just a cause.
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BS: That’s right. Well we’re so grateful for the Home Foundation H-O-M-E home, and what you guys
are doing for people who are in that world, and just so grateful that you continue to use your platform
to really help people. Finally, I just want to get to your new album that’s No Stranger. You’ve been
on a little bit of a musical hiatus for a couple of years. Why did you decide to release this album now,
and kind of what’s your heart behind it?
NG: The hiatus wasn’t necessarily by choice in the beginning. In 2017 I was diagnosed with thyroid
cancer, and I knew that it was the kind of cancer that they were going to get out, but the cancerous
tumor was sitting on my vocal nerve and so they said hey, we’re going to go get the cancer out, but
we want you to know that you’ll probably never sing the same way again. Your vocal strength won’t
be the same because where it’s sitting is just unfortunate, but it’s going to affect your voice. That
was the first hurdle. And then you get over that hurdle, and you realize well wait a second, my voice
actually came back stronger. I don’t know what they did in there. It’s like they gave me a little tune
up something, but my voice came back stronger than it ever has been. And then it went from that to
‘you’re going to write the songs of your life. God preserved your voice’ and though that was such a
beautiful encouragement, it was actually paralyzing to me because I went what are the songs of my
life even sound like? And so I felt this pressure to deliver something when it was just like actually
this has very little to do with your voice or your music. It has everything to do with recognizing that
even if your circumstances don’t turn out the way you want them to, our outcome does not determine
His goodness; that He’s still good even when our outcome is not good. And I think that was the
miracle of what God taught me. And so you fast forward to this season, I wrote all of these songs
about how God is acquainted with us. The Psalms say that who am I that He is mindful of me, yet
He made us a little lower than the angels and crowns us with glory and honor. And when you start
to realize that He calls us friend, that He knows us, that the king of the world is not a stranger to us,
it felt like this season more than any other season of my life, a season of loneliness, people needed
to be reminded that God sees them, that He’s for them, that He has relationship, that He calls us
friend. So even though these songs were written before this season, God knew that this was the
season that they needed to come out, so it seemed to be the perfect timing.
BS: Amen. I love it. You’re so encouraging and your songs are so encouraging. The album is called
No Stranger. Check it out. I can’t wait to listen to it and Natalie you’re going to actually sing for us
from your home, and I’m so excited about that. It’s been a cool thing; it’s kind of fun to see musicians
in their own.. normally we’d have you here with our orchestra and everything and that’d be super
cool, but there is also something cool about seeing you in your own environment, so anyway, thank
you so much for everything, Natalie, we appreciate you. You can check out more at
NatalieGrant.com.
Natalie, thank you so much. We really appreciate it.
NG: Thank you for having us.
BS: God bless you. See you.
THANK YOU NATALIE GRANT – Bobby Schuller
Thank you Natalie Grant. Isn’t that so great to have you and it’s interesting we’re able to have some
of these experiences with people in their homes. That was Natalie Grant and her husband Bernie,
so it must be a lucky thing to have a husband that plays piano that well. Don’t you agree Hannah?
DECLARATION – Bobby Schuller
No, but anyway, we’re so glad you’re here. Welcome. We’re so glad you’re in the house. Would you
stand with us? Let’s say this creed together as we do every single week. Hold your hands out like
this as a sign of receiving from the Lord, let’s say this together: I’m not what I do. I’m not what I have.
I’m not what people say about me. I am the beloved of God. It’s who I am. No one can take it from
me. I don’t have to worry, I don’t have to hurry, I can trust my friend Jesus and share His love with
the world. Amen!
MESSAGE/PRAYER – Bobby Schuller "Jesus and Hanukkah"
If you are watching this on television, so not for those of you who are watching this live or those of
you who are here, if you’re watching this on television, Merry Christmas from last year. I’m going to
let you guys in on a little bit of a television secret, televangelism secret: most ministries that are on
TV are delayed by usually about three to six months in which there’s all sorts of editing that goes on
and tapes and plans and all those types of things.
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We’ve gotten our turn-around time to two weeks, which I think is really good. I think we’re the shortest
turnaround time of any television ministry, and it’s been a lot of work to do that. And that made me
think for a minute about what you are experiencing right now. And at the end of the day, I feel that
whatever it is you’re going through, it’s a human experience and that all of us, when we get to the
first Sunday of advent, we examine one word and that word is hope. I can’t know what you’re going
through a year from now. There’s no way to know. I mean I could predict, but I’d probably be lucky.
Even a broken clock is right twice a day, they say, right? What I can predict, though, is this: whatever
you’re going through, God’s going to get you through. And it’s a timeless thing that we as human
beings, we go through suffering. We experience loss, sometimes we lose a loved one, sometimes
we lose our own health or ability to do certain things – we can’t do it the same that we used to. And
there’s a real sense of loss in that. Our families break up, kids move away sometimes, sometimes
we go through divorce or bad breakup or falling out with a friend or a business partner. And when
we go through these tragedies and difficulties or we get sick or when our country doesn’t go the way
we want it to go, it can feel just a tremendous sense of loss, like will things ever be good again? And
I want you to know they won’t just be good again; they’re going to be great. God will get you through
this valley into victory. It’s interesting because I know I’ve showed this picture before. There’s a
picture of me and Cohen at Disneyland. What you have to understand is a lot of people in Orange
County have annual passes, it’s a onetime fee once a year, and it’s free! It’s cheaper to go to
Disneyland than to go to the movies. And so why wouldn’t you go. It’s amazing, especially with your
kids and in Cohen’s case, my son, he has epilepsy and cerebral palsy, and he’s also intellectually
disabled and so it’s hard for him. He can’t play on a jungle gym like a normal kid can. I can’t throw a
baseball with my son, but I can go to Disneyland with him because it’s safe, and he loves it. And if
he had it his way, he’d be there all day every day. This picture, it was raining, which is peculiar
because here in Southern California, it hardly ever rains. We only get 14 inches of rain per year, and
of course you can see it’s a very wet and rainy Friday. And that’s what I really want to get at today.
There are a lot of ministers, God bless them, and maybe they’re right, maybe I’m wrong, that give
you advice that you ought to raise your expectations. That you ought to have big expectations. That
you ought to carry those expectations in your heart. And I think I know what they mean, but I have
found expectations to be incredibly disappointing. Whenever you have a date or a number that
you’ve got to get, and if you don’t get it from God or from life or from whatever, despair starts to sink
in. You get enough of those and you start to think nothing can happen. But I think that is better than
expectation is hope. Hope! A positive sense on the inside that even though I don’t know how this is
going to work out, I know it’s going to work out. And I’m going to keep the mindset to look for
opportunities and possibilities in my life to turn this around into something better. Hope beats
expectation every time. I think that what’s better is to teach the word of God which tells us how to
get through difficult times. And the way to get through difficult times is the same way that you navigate
a ship through the fog. You know where you want to go, you know there’s things around you, but
you use the things that God has given you to get through. You don’t know when the storm is going
to go away, but you know you’re going to get through, you know you can trust the compass. You
can’t see north or south, but you can see your compass. This is our compass, the word of God, and
it guides us through the difficulty, through the fog of life, and it helps us, not to have expectations,
dates and times, but to remain hopeful, and to be hopeful encouragers to our neighbor, because
everybody needs a hopeful person in the room. Am I right? Can I get an amen for all the hopeful
saints and sinners in the house? So that is the goal. And today, that is the hope candle that we light.
Now being a minister, I have been a minister since I was very young. I’ve been ordained for 20 years,
believe it or not. I’ve been ordained five times. Different traditions. And you run out of things when
advent comes around because you always have to preach the same scriptures, and there’s really
only six or seven of them. There’s a couple in the New Testament, and there’s the Isaiah passages
and there’s one in Ezekiel, and so I’ve decided that I’m going to add every year into this a teaching
on Hanukkah because it’s right around the same season. And that Hanukkah has really something
to teach us as Christians. Hanukkah is a godly day, and Jesus celebrated it, as Hannah read in John
chapter 9. I hate how they put the Festival of Dedication; they should just put Hanukkah because
then it would ring true in people’s minds. But Jesus celebrates Hanukkah, and we’re going to talk
about that in just a minute of what that would have been like for Him. But first, I want us all to
understand this amazing story that’s located in the Maccabeus sub-Nautica book of the Bible. It’s
not the Bible but it’s a holy writing. Okay, so it goes like this. To understand Hanukkah, you have to
understand Alexander the Great. You all mind if I geek out on history really quick?
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All right, Alexander the Great, to understand Alexander the Great, you have to picture the rich kid
who got like everything. His father, Philip the second, was one of the most gnarly tough dudes in
human history. He had a limp leg like a pirate captain. He had his eye gouged out so he could only
see through one eye. He was a tough, grizzled man. Historians love to point out this interesting fact
that nation states that are completely surrounded tend to develop the toughest military people in the
world. Great example is Germany. Germany has always had being completely surrounded, a pretty
tough military. The Chinese and particularly the Tang Dynasty had an incredible military completely
surrounded. You could probably look at Israel today, a small nation, only 8,000 square miles,
completely surrounded by belligerence, has the 8th most powerful military, maybe better than that,
and maybe the greatest air force in the world. There’s something about being constantly hit,
constantly beat on that can make you sort of feel like you need a tougher military. And one of those
countries was Ancient Macedonia. This is Philip the second’s territory, a nation completely
surrounded by Greece and Bulgaria and other parts constantly attacking it. This guy, Philip the
second, in his life, creates this army of just tough, grizzled veterans who are amazing fighters and in
his lifetime, at his death, he has the greatest military that has ever existed until that point, and he’s
about to invade the world, and suddenly he dies. Now this is a fun fact in history, nobody really knows
how he died, but most people think it was Alexander’s mother, Olympias, that she assassinated him.
He was assassinated. And Alexander the Great, this 20-something, good looking, rich kid inherits
the greatest army in the world. More than that, Alexander was incredibly brave, he was a great
fighter, he was probably a genius, he was very, very good looking, and he just conquered everything.
He just conquered everything. One of the most amazing things about ancient warfare is how the
heads of state. So Alexander the Great is the king of the Macedonian Empire. He would be at the
front line of every fight. So like if there was a charge of horses, he’d be the tip of the spear. Can you
imagine? Can you imagine like there’s a bunch of marines invading a country in the United States
and Donald Trump is the first guy off the boat with this like gun, there’s bullets whizzing over his
head. It’s crazy. And that’s how warfare was back then. When that happens, and you’re victorious,
people start to think that maybe luck or something more is on your side, and by the time he dies,
Alexander the Great believes himself, and everybody agrees, that he’s a god. That he’s maybe part..
like a demigod. Anyway, he conquers the whole world. At age 32, out of nowhere, something starts
going wrong with his health. After 12 days of grueling suffering and abdominal pain, he dies. Nobody
knows what killed him. Could have been typhoid, it could have been malaria. He could have been
poisoned. Nobody knows. He dies in Babylon, and this empire that he created in a handful of years
that stretched all the way from Bulgaria to modern day Pakistan. I mean a massive area of land,
especially in the ancient world. Would take months to go from one end to the other on horseback.
All this power, all this wealth goes to four guys, his top four generals. They split into four Greek
empires, and now here’s the whole point.. I’m getting to Hanukkah, I promise, Russ. I’m getting to
Hanukkah, okay? I’m getting there. Alexander the Great was the world’s first missionary. Not for the
Lord but for Hellenism. Unlike all the military guys that conquered the whole world, Alexander the
Great wanted every city, every place he conquered to be Greek. So when he would conquer a place
like Israel, any place he conquered, he always did four things. He built a theater, he built schools,
he built temples, and he built gymnasiums or some type of place for wrestling and sports, and wanted
everyone to convert to Hellenism, to speak and write Greek, to understand Greek philosophy and
Platonism. He was mentored by one of the greatest philosophers of all time, Aristotle. That was his
mentor. That was like his guy. Isn’t that crazy? Like that was hey Aristotle. Hey Alexander the Great.
Alexander the Great wants to convert everybody and this becomes a huge legacy. So could you
bring that map back up? So the four generals then, these are all Greek sort of mini empires, and
they’re all at peace for a time. Of course predictably the kings of these different empires go to war
with each other and this, you can see, originally Israel during Alexander the Great, is actually a part
of this Egyptian kingdom, Ptolemais empire. So, this part was originally yellow, and this group the
Seleucids and the Ptolemais go to war and the Seleucids take over Israel. When the Ptolemais, the
Egyptian guys were controlling Israel, the Hellenism thing was like optional. There’s a lot of liberty,
and they were kind of like if you want to speak Greek, you can. If you want to do your Jewish thing,
you can. If you want to go to the theaters and go to gymnasiums, you can. And so this was actually
working where a lot of these Jewish young men were like converting to Hellenism. One of the main
things that the Greeks loved was wrestling, and when men wrestled, they wrestled naked. And so if
a Jewish young man wanted to wrestle but he’s circumcised, everybody’s pointing and laughing and
in some cases they wouldn’t let him compete.
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And so a lot of young men didn’t want their sons to be circumcised and becomes all of this cultural
stuff where even though they’re free to choose, they really start leaning towards Hellenism. And by
the way, I think if Israel had stayed Ptolemaic, I think Judaism would have evaporated. Like so many
other cultures, I think it just would have been allured into the theater, the sports and all that stuff. But
as luck would have it, the Seleucids take Israel, and their policy is different. They say oh you Jews,
you can’t stay Jewish, you have to become Hellenized. And something about.. isn’t that weird?
Human beings, it’s like if you let them do it, they’ll do it. But it’s like if you force them to do it, it lit this
holy spark where now there was this insurgency and unrest, they’re like no, we will circumcise our
children. We will study the word of God. We will worship in the temple. This tension begins to grow
because the state wants these Jewish young men to convert to Hellenism. This all comes to a head
when the new king of the Seleucid empire Antiochus the 4th, declares, like Alexander the Great did,
that he’s a god. He goes into the temple of Jerusalem; he defiles the temple by tearing down and
looting all of the stuff. He puts on the altar an idol to Zeus and sacrifices a pig and lays pig entrails
in the holy of holies. And at this point, a lot of the faithful Jews, they called themselves the Hasid’s
at the time, flee into the mountains into the hills into hiding to continue to worship God. In a chase
after them, this Antiochus 4th tyrant decides to go and find these villages and stuff, and make sure
that they’re obliging to the Hellenism, in many of these cases they were bringing either a Zeus idol,
it’s like a Baal version of Zeus, or an idol to Antiochus. And so in this one story, they arrive in this
town and the village gathers around, and leading them is their priest, an old big man named.. he was
described as like bear of a man, fighter, old guy, and they called him old Matthew. And they come in
and they command old Matthew, make a sacrifice to the pagan god of Antiochus. Matthew looks at
them and says.. there’s this long poem and Maccabee is about it, but he says I’ll never do it. I’ll never
do it. I made an oath, I’m faithful to God. I’ll never ever do that. Another young priest says I’ll do it.
He goes up to the altar, he has a pig, he’s about to sacrifice the pig and behind him comes old
Matthew, like you kind of think him lumbering up, grabs the knife from the young man, kills the young
man, and kills all of the Greek guards who are forcing him to do this. And then in this Brave Heart
style, Last of the Mohicans guerrilla warfare thing, old Matthew raises up all of the men in this village
and they decide that they’re going to start this rebellion. He dies up in the hills and his son Judas
Maccabee; Maccabee means the hammer, it was a nickname that was given to him, either because
he fought with a hammer but more likely because he was just such a good general, leads this
amazing revolt. And when you read this story in the historic context, it’s incredible, this is Judas
Maccabee. And it’s just incredible that this ragtag band of Jews was able to remove the greatest
military force on earth from their nation. It’s very much akin to the like American Revolution story that
we tell ourselves, a bunch of farmers and pitchforks kicked out the British Empire, the greatest empire
at the time. Although, France is usually removed from that story. They didn’t have a France! They
didn’t have another empire coming and helping them. They removed the Seleucid Greeks from Israel
and reclaimed their nation. Some of these stories, when you read original documents and stuff, they
would have like these long hours of prayer and worship, and it was always like.. it was always like
Lord, help us win, but if we lose, let us die honorably. There was like this need.. it was like they all
really didn’t think almost, it seemed like in the beginning, that they would actually win. It was more
like I would rather die than dishonor the Lord and dishonor my ancestors and dishonor my faith. And
God used that to bring freedom and life to their country. So often in life, we look at our situation and
we just think who can get through this? Who could beat this thing? I just remain convinced that when
people do the honorable thing, even though it may like risk and destroy their whole lives, when
people do what is truly right every time, God can use that to overcome the most unbelievable things.
God can do whatever God wants to do, whenever He wants to do it. And this is a God who loves
you, and is on your side. He is going to get you through what you’re going through, my friend. I want
you to trust and believe that you’re going to get through this. When they reclaim their country, I’m
almost done with my sermon and I still haven’t really gotten to Hanukkah. When they reclaim their
country, and reclaim Jerusalem, they walk into the temple and it’s an ugly hideous sight. The temple
is supposed to be the Garden of Eden. And the Menorah, which is in the temple since the beginning,
it’s supposed to be a tree. It’s supposed to be the tree of life, and it’s supposed to always be lit as a
sign of hope and life to all who enter the temple. And a sign of the Holy Spirit. And so the Menorah
is there and they walk in, everything’s been looted, but there’s one Menorah left in the temple, and
there’s pig entrails and blood and people have been killed there, and ugly, ugly things, Satanic things.
And they clean it out and they clean everything, and they want to rededicate the temple, but all they
have is a Menorah with one day’s oil in it.
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But to make the oil for a Menorah, it takes eight days to make it kosher. So they ask the question,
they debate among themselves: should we wait a few days and then light it? Should we dedicate it
today? But then we’re going to run out of fire. The Menorah’s going to go out. And they come up with
this idea, let’s just light it and see. And if it stays lit, if one day’s worth of oil stays lit for eight days,
who can say that God wasn’t with us? I love that this is the miracle story. It’s not the battles that were
won, it’s not when people were miraculously healed or when there were guys like killing elephants,
hiding in grass in the thing. All these miracles that happened, the one they always talk about is that
a candle with only one bit, one day of oil stayed lit for eight days. Why is that the memory? Why is
that the thing that they wanted their ancestors to remember forever? I believe it’s because one of
the major themes of the Bible is that God elevates the humble; that God elevates the honorable; that
if you give God one day worth of oil, He can give you eight days’ worth of light. That is, in a way,
what life with the Lord is. That in our weakness, we become strong. That when we’re down to nothing,
God is up to something, as my dad likes to say. That He can carry us through if we just give Him that
little leftover that we have. Give God the little that you have and watch Him do great things with it.
Jesus, in John chapter 10, is celebrating Hanukkah. And one of the things I love about this,
Hanukkah, in Jerusalem when Herod’s temple was still there, the great temple, it would have looked
like this in Jesus’ day. About two hundred years after the event, they’re still celebrating Hanukkah.
In the court of women, there would have been four gigantic Menorahs, eighty-six feet tall. So this is
28-feet, the sanctuary, so three times the height of our sanctuary, some guy, one of the priests would
have to go up on this eighty-six-foot-long ladder, can you image that? That would have been like
pretty scary. The wicks were like made of rope. I read somewhere that the oil for each candelabra
was like five hundred gallons of oil per wick, and they said that the whole city, you could see the
Menorah is lit through the whole city of Jerusalem. It was always at night, remember a day begins at
sundown, not sunrise in Judaism, so this holiday begins at evening. The whole city is alight with the
Menorah and a five thousand voice choir in a church attendance of one point five million people
would sing the Hallel. Is that the Hallel? His love endures forever! His love endures forever. His love
endures forever. Singing Psalm 118 over and over. And what they wanted us to remember is
basically we will never forget what God can do. We’ll never forget. We’ll never forget. Incidentally,
on the Menorah, do we have one here? This is an ancient Menorah. The bigger one in the middle,
used to have seven, now its nine, and the bigger one in the middle is called the servant candle, the
servant candle. And that’s the one that you use to light all the other candles. It doesn’t count as one
of the days. It’s the one that’s always lit. And it’s also in Jesus’ day, the rabbis called that candle the
light of the world. The light of the world. The reason this is important is because in John, where Jesus
is celebrating Hanukkah, Jesus also refers to Himself as the light of the world. It is the one light that
lights all the other lights. It’s the one light that never goes out. And that’s who He is to us, and it’s
hard after you hear that whenever you read John, to not think of the Menorah which isn’t a Hanukkah
thing, it’s a temple thing. It’s the tree of life. That at the center of the tree of life is this light that never
goes out and His name is Jesus Christ. And He lights all the other candles. The rabbis also refer to
themselves sometimes as the light of the world, too, that their job was to bring light to their students.
And maybe that’s a way you should view yourself even. That in life, it is so important, especially as
things get darker and maybe things get difficult, I mean darker literally, in winter, that we continue to
bring hope to people. I think hope is contagious, and I think despair is contagious. I think we have to
think responsibly about the attitude we carry around other people. That we need a hopeful person in
the room. We need a hopeful person in the room. Not someone who’s going to guarantee anything,
not someone who’s going to give me a date, not someone who’s going to prophesy, but someone
who knows the word, the word of God, that tells us that we serve a good God who gets us through
tough times, someone who says something like tough times never last, but tough people do. We
need someone like that, and you can be that person today. You can be that person in the room. I’m
surprised how many people want to write your ending. They want to write the ending to your story.
I’m surprised how many people feel the freedom to tell you, your business isn’t going to work out,
your ministry is going to fail, that’s a bad idea, you’re a bad parent, you’ll never reconcile with your
family, you’ll never save your marriage, I couldn’t save mine. I’m amazed at the way, especially
family members will say that to their own kin. Don’t let anyone write the ending to your story. God
has written the ending to your story and it is good. I don’t know what it is. It’s like reading a book, but
the Bible says He is the author and finisher of our faith, He’s written your story, and He’s written its
ending, and it’s very good. The only one who can throw that ending away is you. Don’t settle for one
of those bad endings.
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We don’t know what its going to look like, we don’t know when, but trust He’s going to get you through
it. I’m so proud of you. I think you’re doing better than you think you are, and I want you to know that
this church believes in you, that we are praying for you really, and that we love you and we know
you’re going to get through whatever it is you’re going through. Father, we thank you that you are
the candle that never goes out in our hearts. That you are the light of the world, and you’re the light
to our world and we ask, Father, for your revelation, but most of all, for your hope. That you’d give
us that thing we need to get through to where we need to go. We pray that our lives would be a
testimony. For those of us who are in good times, to remind our neighbor who’s suffering that we
serve a good God who will carry us through. Lord, we love you and we thank you, it’s in Jesus’ name
we pray, amen.
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